
The science of comfort.
The HTT-10 CRP is the culmination of years of research and development 

which has led to this extraordinary system that emulates techniques used 

by massage and chiropractic professionals for back and spinal care. 

Human Touch Technology starts with a multi-patent pending 

mechanism that works like "wrists and arms." 

"The hands" - massage discs move three-dimensionally to 

approximate the human touch. 

The HTT-10 CRP is not just a beautiful chair. Just beneath the 

surface is its heart, a technology so refined and so real that the

moment you experience it you will know its power. It's called Human

Touch Technology®, the most advanced robotic massage system ever

made. At the push of a button this chair will awaken your senses, heal

your body and replenish your soul. The

curve track massage mechanism is

designed to follow the natural s-curve

contour of your spine and offers an

enhanced massage in the cervical 

and lumbar region.

HTT-10CRP
Robotic Massage™ Chair

“HTT” is the preferred
technology of the ACCO.

www.accoweb.org

The Rotating calf 
and foot massage 
footrest.

Available in Black or Cream



Compression
A unique combination of
alternating strokes and pressing
on the paraspinal muscles.

Rolling
Feel the tension dissolve with
the gentle rolling massage. 

Kneading
Ease soreness and work out the
"knots" with a deep kneading
massage.

Percussion
Feel invigorated by the 
sensation of hands rapidly
tapping on your back muscles.

Four massage functions to choose from.

Indulgence should be a virtue.

Our researchers carefully studied techniques used by massage 

therapists, chiropractors, physicians and other healthcare 

professionals to develop the most effective massage functions.

The rich-looking HTT-10 CRP is upholstered in a
soft and supple leather material and a leather
match that looks, feels and is as durable as
leather. The sophisticated yet practical design
accents any decor. A perfect addition to your
home or office.  Available in Black or Cream.

Interactive Health is dedicated to building only
top-quality products. The HTT-10 CRP is rugged in 
construction and maintenance free with a limited
one-year warranty.

www.vitalityweb.com
(800) 796-9656

®

© 2002 INTERACTIVE HEALTH® Patents Pending. Actual product may vary slightly. 
No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of this product. 

Human Touch Technology and Robotic Massage are Trademarks of Interactive Health, LLC.

Select massage 
functions with
the touch of 
a button.

Rolling: 3 speeds
Kneading: 2 speeds
Compression: 2 speeds
Percussion: 2 speeds
Calf & Foot Massager: 2 speeds 

& 1 program

Backrest: Power Recline
Range Control: 2 functions
Pre-Programs: 2 programs
Massage Head Storage:  top 
Shoulder Height: Tall/Normal


